
Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JMT30x50 30x50 cm 450 6000 pcs
JMT50x100 50x100 cm 450 1750 pcs
JMT70x140 70x140 cm 450 900 pcs
JMT100x150 100x 150 cm 450 600 pcs
JMT100x180 100x180 cm 450 500 pcs

Article  Size  gsm MOQ
JMV30x50 30x50 cm 450 5400 pcs
JMV50x100 50x100 cm 450 1620 pcs
JMV70x140 70x140 cm 450 820 pcs
JMV100x150 100x 150 cm 450 540 pcs
JMV100x180 100x180 cm 450 450 pcs

Usually weaved in two colors, but possible in more. Your 
design is permanently weaved into the towel.  Apply 
your company’s logo or a beautiful design and receive a 
masterpiece for your customers to take on their summer 
vacations or to the pool. These towels are truly sophisticated. 

You can order your towel in any Pantone color. We 
recommend simple designs like short text or logos. 

Feel free to create your best design and we will weave it into 
your new jacquard towels.

You can choose between different gsm on our superior terry 
or velour material. They are all made with high quality double 
yarn weaving. Very absorbent and durable, made with love 
and 100% cotton.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x40 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time: 4-6 weeks

Terry

Velour

Choose your own size, from the smallest 30x50 to the biggest 
90x180 cm. Minimum order quantity depends on the size, the 
gsm and the material.

TERRY 
from 400 to 600 gsm

VELOUR 
from 400 to 600 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Sizes  gsm pcs/box
30x50 cm 450   150
50x100 cm 450    50
70x140 cm 450    25
90x160 cm 450    20
90x180 cm 450    18
100x 150 cm 450    15
100x180 cm 450    12

Multicolor jacquard towels
CUSTOM-MADE TOWELS
100 % COTTON, FINEST DOUBLE YARN  

100% COTTONLOGOS PANTONES
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